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FBI Intelligence Inforrnanon Reports (IIRs)
Dissemination System (FIDS)
The FIDS IS a workflow system residing on the FBI
Intranet to automate coordination and dissemination
processes related to Intelligence reports
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System

(FIDS)

The Intelligence Information Report (UR) IS a raw mtelligence report formatted as a teletype message that
complies with specifications
developed by the Defense Intelligence
Agency (DIA) for the Intelligence
Comrnumty (IC) The term "raw intelhgence"
IS defined as a colloquial
term meaning unevaluated
intelligence mformanon, generally from a single source, that has not fully been evaluated. integrated with
other informanon, or interpreted and analyzed The FBI has a mandate from Congress, the President, the
Attorney General, and the Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) to produce intelhgence 111 support of ItS
own mvestiganve
miSSIOn, national intelhgence pnonnes, and the needs of other mtelligence consumers
The FBI serves a considerable customer base. ranging from ItS own investigators
and executives, to other
US Government
departments. state, local, and tnbal law enforcement,
and the general pubhc
The IIR IS
the vehicle through which raw intelligence Will be shared withm the FBI and the mtelligence and law
enforcement cornmumnes
Compiled raw mtelhgence data obtained from a number of sources mcluding FBI case files, e-mails,
urgent reports, drafts of the IIRs from the field, leads, recovered documents, subject interviews. etc are
provided to headquarters via the FBI IIR Dissennnation
System (FIDS) which IS a web based apphcanon
used to access the IIRs Via the FBI Intranet
The raw data may be general mtelhgence pertarrung to a
domestic terronst groups, mdividuals, or related to domestic threats (which are urut specific), mternauonal
terronsm, foreign mtelhgence and cnmmal enterpnses
The intent of the IIR IS to disseminate raw.
unevaluated mtelligence mforrnation, and as a result It IS not a finished analytical product. but a report on
the mtelligence inforrnanon extracted from FBI case tiles
The purpose of the FIDS IS to provide a web-based form to create and track the draft UR through an
approval process that was specified by the Directorate of Intelligence
This process includes coordination
between the Field Intelligence Groups (FIGs) and the operational diVISIOns to include Counterintelhgence,
Counterterrorism.
Cnnunal Investigauve, and Cyber DIVISIOns with the potential to add the Laboratory
DIVISIOn 111 the future Users consist of special agents and reports officers assigned to FBI headquarters
operational diVISIOns, all 56 FBI FIGs (to include those 111 resident agencies and off-sites), the Directorate
of Intelligence, and FBI Legat Offices
The FIDS system will capture comments on the IIR and the
approvals by appropnate FIG or operational supervisors at each step The FIDS stores the mformation
cornpnsmg the reports m an Oracle Database
Once the IIR IS ready for release. It will be reviewed by a
Release Authority assigned to the operational dtvision
Once approved, a senal number will be assigned
to the IIR and the Release Authonty will be able to copy the content of the document from the IIR,
excluding the admuustrattve
notes, 111 a PDF format to the FBI Automated Messaging System (FAMS)
Client The system provides extensible markup language (XML) interfaces to convert the llR to the
proper teletype format for dissenunation to other agencies via FAM S through the Defense Messaging
System (OMS)
Addressing and access controls for the message WIll be handled by FAMS Once the
message has been sent by FAMS. the Admnustrauve
Note section wil! be provided in text format for
upload to the Automated Case SupPOl1 (ACS) system via Web-enabled ACS (WACS)
Inputs
Disposinon

mtellrgence
purposes
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and copies of matenals

from other FBI case files

destroyed once input IS venfied as accurate and complete. retained 111 the
. paper work tile, and destroyed when no longer needed for mvestrgatrve
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Outputs.
a

Dissemmated IIRs

DISposItIOn After disserrunanon VI the FBI Automated Messaging System (FAMS), the official
file copy IS senahzed mto ACS under lassification 800A (control file) and placed 10 the
appropnate FBI case file where diSPOSI n and retentIon penod IS determmed
h.-Ie r'\.,A·r-v.if",,->

~J~

b IIRs that have not been disseminated that reside 10 FIDS When a draft of the IIR has been sent
for coordination and approval, but has been rejected at HQ because It ISnot beheved that the
intelhgence informanon IS worthy of dissenunation, the IIRs remain 10 FIDS 10 the draft stage
never to be disseminated
Disposition Destroy when no longer need for mvestigative purposes, or when 5 years old,
whichever IS later
3

Master FIle
Disposition Destroy when 25 years old, or when no longer needed for operational or reference
purposes, whichever ISlater
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System Documentation Destro~elete when superseded
documentation one year after term~tlon of the system.

Destroy/delete final set of system
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Audit Logs FIDS audit log contams mformation related to the use and modificanon of the data in
FIDS such as the date and time of entnes, updates, coordination, system quenes, etc
Disposition
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